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Chapter I

Introduction and Background

Introduction In response to legislative concern regarding expanding compu-

terization in state government and to the information needs of

various auditors in relation to the audits completed by the

Office of the Legislative Auditor, we conducted a survey of the

state's computer resources. The purpose of the survey was to

develop a general overview of the state's computer resources.

Background The last 30 years have seen dramatic changes in computing and

data communications technology. The computer has evolved as

a necessary tool, increasing in power each decade. The pocket

calculator of today is more powerful than the largest computers

of 30 years ago. Data communications networks now link the

mainframe or minicomputer with remote terminals around the

state.

In fiscal year 1991, the state of Montana spent at least

$21.8 million on its computer resources, including computer

hardware and software applications (excluding personal service

expenditures). During this time, individual state agencies spent

between .02 percent and 15.52 percent of their total expendi-

tures on data processing. These computer resources are a vital

part of the state's assets. We estimate the state's investment in

computer hardware resources alone exceeds $35 million. These

systems process financial and management information and

provide information on which all levels of government and the

private sector rely for decision making.

Currently, there is no centralized collection of information

regarding the various state computer systems and applications.

Neither the Department of Administration nor the Board of

Regents collect this data.
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Chapter I

Introduction and Background

Scope of Survey This survey was conducted pursuant to section 5-13-304, MCA,
which authorizes the Legislative Auditor to review all depart-

ments, institutions, and agencies of state government. The

purpose of this report is to present the results of our survey

regarding electronic data processing (EDP) in the state of

Montana. This report is designed to provide information and is

not intended to be an audit of electronic data processing in

Montana state government. The survey was limited in scope and

conducted according to selected government auditing standards.

Data for the survey was collected between March 1991 and

September 1991.

The objectives of our survey were to:

1. Compile a list of computer equipment used by the legisla-

tive, judicial and executive branch agencies, and the higher

education institutions.

2. Identify the major or "high risk" software applications used

by legislative, judicial and executive branch agencies, and

the higher education units.

3. Identify the vulnerabilities to EDP risks for these major

software applications.

This effort represents the first comprehensive statewide analysis

of Montana's data processing systems. We sent the survey to all

state agencies and units of higher education. We received

complete responses from the majority of the state agencies and

higher education units. Three agencies provided limited or no

response to the survey and are therefore not included in the

survey results as reported in this document. These include the

Department of Military Affairs, the Commissioner of Higher

Education, and the Great Falls Vocational-Technical Center.

Organization of Report In presenting the survey results we have organized the report

into four chapters. Chapter I contains the introduction and

background information with the purpose and objectives of the

survey. Chapter II discusses the various types of computer

hardware resources used by the state agencies and higher
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Chapter I

Introduction and Background

education units. It also presents the survey results for the

number of computers in use in state government.

Chapter III contains information about management of the

state's computer resources. Because of the state's significant

investment, it should manage, control, and protect these vital

resources. Currently, the Department of Administration and the

Board of Regents provide statutory oversight.

Finally, we performed a limited electronic data processing risk

analysis for major software applications identified by the legis-

lative, judicial and executive agencies and the higher education

units. Information on the results of our limited risk analysis is

disclosed in Chapter IV.
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Chapter 11

Hardware Resources in Use in State Government

Introduction The state of Montana uses a variety of computer resources

which support its operations and services to citizens. The state's

computers range from mainframe to microcomputer. The three

types of computers used in state government include:

Mainframe Large capacity computer capable of running

a variety of system software with sizeable

storage and output capabilities.

Minicomputer Smaller version of the mainframe with a

smaller storage capacity dedicated to a

limited number of applications.

Microcomputer Desk-sized processor used for a limited set

of functions. Less storage capacity than the

minicomputer.

In addition, the state has migrated toward the use of local area

networks (LANs), which significantly expand the capacity of

the minicomputer and microcomputer in the agencies.

We surveyed state agencies and the university units to identify

the type of computer hardware (the actual physical equipment)

in use and the number of computers in use in state government.

Oyeryiew of the State's

Computer Hardware
Resources

The survey respondents use a combination of mainframe, mini-

computer and microcomputer systems to meet their data/ infor-

mation processing needs. Most state agencies reported using the

IBM mainframe at the Information Processing Facility main-

tained by the Information Services Division, as their main data

processing computer. Some agencies and higher education units

(such as the Department of Justice and the University of

Montana) operate their own large mainframe computers. In

addition, many agencies and units have smaller, in- house

computer systems (referred to as minicomputers). All state

organizations use microcomputers, also known as personal

computers.
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Chapter U
Hardware Resources in Use in State Government

The state's computer environment is dynamic. It changes con-

tinually, due in part to the increasing use of microcomputers.

As a result, it is difficult to obtain a complete and accurate

inventory of computer hardware in use. We used the informa-

tion obtained from the survey respondents and the Department

of Administration network inventory system to identify the type

and number of computers in use by state organizations. The

state had over 4,500 mainframes, minicomputers, and micro-

computers in use at July 1991.

In our March 1988 report on Microcomputer Controls (87P-36)

we reported there were approximately 1,345 microcomputers in

use in state agencies in 1987 and another 1,700 in the university

system (including those used for educational purposes). Our

current survey does not include computers used solely for

instruction or educational purposes (i.e., microcomputers used in

the classroom). The following charts show the breakdown of

these systems by vendor and type.

HARDUARE SYSTEMS I M USE BY STATE AGENCIES

NICiKX»«>UTERS ,
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Hardware Resources in Use in State Government
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Chapter n
Hardware Resources in Use in State Government

Figure 2

Hainfrawe and Mini Cowputers

Used by State AgenciesAJniversity Units

y^rOimre vendors

J
State Aganciee l^^^si Hjgn»r Educat

Source: Office of the Legislative Auditor's analysis of EDP
risk questionnaire responses, July 1991.

Hardware Expenditures According to information reported on the Statewide Budgeting

and Accounting System and disclosed in the following table, the

state spent $8.9 million on computer equipment during the two

fiscal years 1989-90 and 1990-91. In addition, the state spent

$15.1 million and $17.7 million for computer-related operating

expenses during fiscal years 1989-90 and 1990-91. This does

not include the personal service costs associated with data

processing personnel.
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Chapter n
Hardware Resources in Use in State Government

Network Growth At the end of fiscal year 1991 the Information Services Division

(ISD) conducted a survey of information on networking plans

for all agencies. These plans include existing microcomputers

and anticipated purchases of microcomputer hardware. Accord-

ing to this survey, agencies will add approximately 900 micro-

computers to local area networks in fiscal year 1992. They will

add another 500 during fiscal year 1993. In addition to this,

agencies will be adding about 200 other workstations, connected

to minicomputer or mainframe computer networks, during the

next two years.
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Chapter III

Data Processing Management

Introduction The management of data processing resources varies between

state agencies and the university units. Some agencies have

established data processing groups within the organization, while

other agencies rely on assistance from the Department of

Administration (department). The department provides over-

sight of state electronic data processing functions. Two other

state government groups are involved in agency data processing:

the Data Processing Advisory Council and the Data Processing

Managers Group.

Department of Adminis-

tration

The Department of Administration provides oversight of the

data processing function in state government, with some excep-

tions. The department's responsibilities include:

1. establish policies and a statewide plan for the operation and
development of data processing for state government;

2. review and approve agency specifications and procure-
ment methods for the acquisition of data processing equip-
ment to insure network compatibility and conformity with

the statewide data processing plan;

3. review and approve all contracts for private sector data

processing services to insure conformance with the state-

wide data processing plan; and

4. operate and maintain a central computer center and a data

processing equipment pool for the use of all state agencies

and political subdivisions.

The department's responsibilities as listed above do not extend

to the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction (OPI)

unless a proposed activity affects the operation of the central

computer center or the equipment pool. OPI maintains a data

processing function which provides oversight to the state's

school districts. The function works with the department in an

effort to maintain compatibility with other state agencies as

appropriate.
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Chapter m
Data Processing Management

The department's authority for review and approval of the

acquisition of data processing equipment does not extend to the

University System. Currently each unit of higher education

conducts its own evaluation and acquisition of data processing

equipment. The Board of Regents has not established a central

purchasing function but does require the units to maintain

compatibility with other units and the state's central mainframe.

The department is also responsible for providing centralized

management and coordination of state policies for security of

data and information technology resources. This management

and coordination includes:

1. establishing minimum security standards, including

physical security and backup;

2. establishing standards and policies for electronic data

exchange;

3. providing training regarding security of data and informa-

tion technology resources; and

4. providing technical and managerial assistance relating to

the security program.

The department implements its responsibilities through the

Information Services Division (ISD). ISD has developed guide-

lines in the form of the Montana Operations Manual (MOM).

The MOM provides agencies with guidelines for computer hard-

ware and software acquisition and use and information tech-

nology resource security. The ISD guidelines require new

purchases of computer hardware meet certain minimum

standards. These guidelines require connectivity between

systems.

The division employs several data processing professionals

(authorized 120 FTE) who operate and maintain the state's

mainframe, the data processing equipment pool, training facili-

ties and the state's telecommunications network. In addition,

the division provides data processing support through training
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Chapter IH
Data Processing Management

seminars, on-site assistance to agencies, and software develop-

ment.

Data Processing Managers

Group

The Data Processing Managers Group was informally established

in 1978. Data processing management personnel from various

state agencies make up the group. The group was organized to

review and make recommendations on data processing issues

affecting state government data processing activities. The group

participates in the statewide data processing planning effort by

interacting with agency data processing programs and with the

Information Services Division on issues affecting the data

processing community (i.e., the state's networking plan was

discussed with the Data Processing Managers Group). The

group adopted a charter which requires bimonthly meetings.

Data Processing Advisory

Council

The Data Processing Advisory Council was created in 1979 by

section 2-17-502, MCA. Its members are selected by the direc-

tor of the Department of Administration from a diverse group

in order to adequately represent the interests of state agencies,

including the university system. Its purpose is to assist the

department in the assertion of its authority in the data

processing area under section 2-17-501, MCA, and work with

the department on strategic information systems issues which

face all state agencies. The goals of the council are to educate

agencies on the appropriate use of computers and make recom-

mendations on the:

1. establishment of a planning process and development of

biennial plans that provide management direction to the

information processing effort;

2. establishment of policies to assure efficient utilization of

information processing resources;

3. strategies to manage information resources more effect-

ively; and

4. coordination of the rapid expansion of office automation
throughout state government.
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Chapter m
Data Processing Management

The council is composed of 22 members, mostly agency direc-

tors. The last meeting of the Data Processing Advisory Council

was held in January 1990. The council did not meet during

fiscal year 1991, but anticipates a meeting in December 1991.

The council has not played an active role in the oversight or

management of the state's data processing.
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Chapter IV

EDP Risk Analysis

Introduction As discussed in the preceding chapter, the Department of

Administration provides oversight for the acquisition and use of

hardware resources. In this chapter we discuss the state's soft-

ware resources which are primarily the responsibility of the

agency.

One of the survey objectives was to identify the major or "high

risk" software applications used in state government. In addition

our survey identified the vulnerabilities of these major applica-

tions to EDP risks. EDP risk analysis evaluates an organization's

electronic information resources, its existing controls over these

resources, the environment in which they operate and computer

system vulnerabilities. The information results of this EDP risk

analysis can be used by management and auditors to identify

areas for future review.

Risks Associated With

Electronic Data

Processing

An EDP risk is the potential loss to an organization that results

from misuse or failure of its computer. This may involve

unauthorized disclosure, change and/or loss of information

resources. In addition, loss may result from the authorized but

incorrect use of a computer.

Risks, which are always present in a computer environment, are

generated by a variety of threats. Some of these threats are:

physical such as fire, water damage, earthquake, etc.

people oriented such as errors, deliberate acts of violence,

fraud, etc.

These risks cannot be eliminated, but controls can reduce an

organization's risks. If controls are inadequate, a vulnerability

exists which may lead to loss. The risks unique to a data

processing environment also include:

1. developing systems that do not meet user needs;

2. designing systems that are too costly;
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Chapter IV

EDP Risk Analysis

3. producing systems with insufficient or missing controls;

and

4. implementing systems in an environment in which software

errors, hardware problems, and rapid organizational change

can cause costly delays.

Data processing controls are needed to ensure the accurate,

timely, and complete processing of data. Users must be able to

rely on the output of the computer application. Regardless of

the size or nature of a computer system or software application,

the following major control objectives must be met:

1. confidentiality of personal, private, or otherwise sensitive

data handled by the system;

2. integrity and accuracy of data and the processes that handle

the data; and

3. availability of systems and the data or services they

support.

Risk Analysis EDP risk analysis involves an evaluation of an organization's

information resources, its existing controls and the environment

in which they operate and computer system vulnerabilities.

Risk assessment is a management tool to measure an applica-

tion's vulnerabilities. An EDP risk analysis can result in a

systematic way for management to plan, control, and operate

computer systems. In addition, an EDP risk analysis provides

the ground work for an EDP audit of an organization's data

processing environment or its software applications.

Based on standard methodologies developed by other organiza-

tions and states, we designed our survey questionnaire to

provide comparable information about EDP resources statewide.

We requested the respondents to the questionnaire to identify

their major software applications, including those operating on

microcomputers. Each respondent was asked to rate each appli-

cation on 23 risk factors for the following seven major cate-

gories:
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Chapter IV

EDP Risk Analysis

Importance of the application - A poorly developed or

controlled application that is critical to an organization's

mission could endanger the organization's basic effec-

tiveness.

Access to information and data - These risks are associated

with unauthorized or unintentional access to an agency's

information.

Technological complexity - The more complex the tech-

nology, the greater the risk. The more organizations rely

on their computerized applications, the higher the risks

associated with that technology.

System environment and stability - Active management
involvement, enforced standards, skilled personnel, and
controls can reduce risks.

Reliability and integrity - This set of factors shows risks

associated with system failure and generation of wrong
data. Decentralized operations and extensive use of micro-
computers make systems vulnerable to potential threats.

System characteristics - Poor system characteristics often

result in hard-to-maintain programs, inaccurate or incom-
plete processing, poor system performance, and inadequate

audit trails.

System review - Applications that have not been reviewed

for many years or have changed a lot since the most recent

review may be at greater risk than those reviewed fre-

quently.

We assigned numeric risk values to each factor and importance

weights to each risk factor. We calculated a total risk score for

each application using the agency-assigned rating and all indi-

vidual risk factor scores. Scores on this rating can range from a

low of 92 to a maximum of 276.

Overall, we found the most common risk factor identified for

state applications was the frequency of review of the applica-

tion. Of 417 applications identified by the respondents, 66

percent have not been reviewed for several years or there have
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Chapter IV

EDP Risk Analysis

been significant changes to the application since its last review.

Major risk factors identified are reflected in the following table.

Table 2

Host Common High-Risk Items

For 417 Identified Applications

1. Recency of Audit of the Applications:

66X Of the applications have not been reviewed for many

years, or there have been significant changes to the

applications since their last review.

2. Criticality of the Applications to the Organization:

65X Of the applications were identified as critical to the

organization's operations or the controlling of the

organization's funds.

63X of the applications identified contain much critical

data.

3. Types of Hardware:

44X of the applications are processed on a microcomputer.

4. Accessibility to the Data in the Applications:

35X Of the applications contain data which is extremely

valuable (disclosure would have a serious impact on the

organization).

5. Technological Complexity of the Applications:

28X of the applications' computer programs identified

contain complex algorithms and/or are unstructured.

26X Of the applications had several dependent applications

or a poor application interface. •

24X Of the applications have users that are not knowledge-

able about the application's technology.

6. Environment and Stability of the Applications:

27X The organization does not use a structured management

approach

.

23X Of the applications have little or no documentation.

We identified each agency's and higher education unit's software

applications in order of vulnerability to risks. We averaged the

total risk scores for each agency to arrive at overall agency and

higher education ratings. The following section discusses the

results of this analysis in relation to the state's software

resources.
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Chapter IV

EDP Risk Analysis

Software Resources in The state organizations responding to our survey identified 417

State Government major (or critical) software applications. Of these, 273 were

reported to be essential to the organization's operation. In other

words, these systems are necessary for the state organization to

carry out its mission. These essential applications support

financial, management, statistics, research, and other functions.

These computer systems and the information they contain are

vital resources for the state. The systems process financial and

management information and provide reports upon which all

levels of government and the private sector rely. They also

contribute a broad range of information for planning, control

and decision making.

Most of the 273 essential systems identified by the agencies are

of average complexity, require some manual efforts, and are

written in common programming languages, such as COBOL
and/or BASIC. The applications range in age from less than one

.
year to over 25 years. About three-fourths of the essential

applications which received the highest risk scores have not

been reviewed. Many of these are management information

systems which support decision making activities.

The following table reflects each agency's and higher education

unit's total risk scores. The agency risk score reflects an average

of that agency's applications risk scores. This table suggests the

agencies which may be at higher risk of operational failure if

they were to lose the software or hardware resources used in

processing their computerized data.
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Chapter IV

EDP Risk Analysis

2. Establish procedures to periodically review employee and
nonemployee access to sensitive data. Review controls used

to limit access to information (refer to section 2-15-114,

MCA).

3. Enforce the use of written data processing standards,

policies, and procedures for all applications.

4. Use a structured system development methodology for all

system development and software maintenance projects.

Document all new programming efforts and program
changes prior to implementation so documentation remains

current.

5. Develop, document, and periodically test contingency plans

for all applications. Perform regular backups of all

programs and files. Physically secure backups away from
the main operating area.

In addition, this office plans to increase EDP audit work at the

state agencies and higher education units.
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